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 Dear Parents and Carers,  

We are at the half-way point of this part of the Spring term and we are looking forward to being able to welcome all 

children back soon.  

Thank you so much for all of the amazingly supportive survey results we have received so far, they have really given 

teachers a well needed boost. I will collate them all and share them with you next week.  

We are starting to look at ways that we can support children when they return to school and really give them an 

amazing rest of the year. We have lots of things planned to help support them catch up with any lost learning as well as 

give them some treats after being in lockdown.  

One area that we are looking at is the outside area. We want to be able to give the children a wider selection of activities 

to take part in during playtime. Just like for us all, money is tight!  

Key Stage 1 and Early Years 

We are hoping to be able to fundraise so that we can re surface the current year 1 playground so it doesn’t get as 

muddy! As well as providing dedicated reading/performing arts areas for all children.  

We want to add areas into all the playgrounds to allow the children to learn science skills. For this we need items that 

you may have in your homes that you could donate to school! We also have several pallets and instructions to build a 

mud kitchen if we have any volunteers! 

We need: 

Tyres 
Decking boards 
Crates 
Old pots, pans, other kitchen equipment for a mud kitchen 
Buckets of different sizes 
Cut offs from drain pipes and other tubes 
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Key Stage 2 (both yards) 
Like in the smaller yards we are looking to develop a performing-arts and reading area. For this we would like to have 
some boxes built to house reading books, so any fundraising ideas would be welcome. We also have table-top games 
boards to be added to our picnic tables, we just need any space outdoor wood paint to protect them from the weather.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

If anyone is able to help with anything, we would be so grateful. It really would make a huge different to the children 

and how they learn.  

Thank you for all of your support, 

Mrs Bradford 


